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Hie First Climatic Map
of the United States Ever Published

map the first climatic map of
the United States ever published shows
you, whatever part cf the country you may
be in, which formula of LINCOLN
CLIMATIC PAINT is especially adap-
ted or "pre-acclimale- d" to your use in the
climate of your particular section. Tho
formulas are numbered and symbolized
so there can be no mistake.
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1910 Lincoln Paint 4 Color
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Paint Your Climatethe States Climates Climatic Paint Has Four Formulas
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Basis of Lincoln Climatic
Paint Formulas

The formulas for Lincoln Climatic Paint
are based on charts by Committee
of the Geographic Society of Chicago from
statistics furnished by the Weather Bureau,
Department of Agriculture of the United
States Government, edited Professor Henry
J. Cox, of the S. Weather Bureau and
Dr. J. Paul Goode of the University of

and secured from the Central Scien-
tific Company of America.
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